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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE | HackelBury Fine Art is delighted to present William Klein: Painted Contacts +
Photographs, 13 September – 2 November 2019.
At the centre of this exhibition are William’s super-sized painted contacts, which have been an enduring
feature in museum exhibitions throughout William’s career, including shows at the Tate Modern (2012-2013),
the Centre Pompidou (2005), and the Espacio Fundación Telefónica, Madrid (until September 2019). Painted
Contacts + Photographs marks the first time that these large-scale Lightjet c-prints are available.
The works in Painted Contacts + Photographs represent the totality of William Klein’s artistic practice by
combining iconic aspects of his photographic, cinematographic, and painting career. The pieces on view
span iconic moments in fashion and street photography including Smoke + Veil; Muhammad Ali, Miami;
and Gun 1. They reference William Klein’s key films such as Muhammed Ali, The Greatest (1969) and In
and out of fashion (1994). The scale of these works and their graphic paint strokes reference Klein’s earliest
painted panel works, for which he first gained international attention.
At over two metres long, the super-sized painted contacts render Klein’s brush strokes larger-than-life and
create a feeling of walking into William Klein’s world. Kinetic lines, circles, and crosses and bold patches
of colour cut across the black and white photographs. The action captured in the photographs—which is
already highlighted by the multi-frame contacts—is therefore further accentuated. There is no standing still in
the realm of William Klein.
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ABOUT WILLIAM KLEIN
Klein is best known for his innovative approach to fashion photography and photojournalism, exemplifying beauty
with wide-angle and telephoto shots. Taking the models out of the studio and onto the streets, his revolutionary
techniques pioneered a new vision. His 1956 book, Life is Good and Good for you in New York is acclaimed
as one of the most important photo books of all time. Capturing the rough and tumble of daily life on the mean
streets of New York and harnessing the explosive energy of the city through juxtapositions and bold captions,
Klein’s brutally honest images and uncompromising vision caused a major a sensation.
In 1963 at Photokina, Cologne, Klein was named one of the 30 most important photographers of the century.
In 1989 he was made a Commander of Arts and Letters in France. Subsequently in 1990 he won the prestigious
Hasselblad Award and in 1999 he was awarded the Medal of the Century by the Royal Photographic Society in
London. In 2007 he received the International Center of Photography Infinity Award for Lifetime Achievement,
and more recently in April 2012, he was awarded the Outstanding Contribution to Photography Award at
the Sony World Photography Awards. William Klein’s work is held in major museum collections including the
Centre Pompidou, Paris; the National Museum of Photography, Copenhagen; the Fondation Cartier pour l’art
contemporain, Paris; the National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo; the Art Institute, Chicago; the Los Angeles
County Museum of Art, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art;
and many others.
William Klein currently lives and works in Paris.
ABOUT HACKELBURY FINE ART
HackelBury Fine Art deals in 20th and 21st-century artworks from a carefully selected stable of artists. The gallery
was opened in 1998 on Launceston Place and continues to evolve and progress through an expanding program
of gallery exhibitions, museum projects and publishing ventures.
Our approach to collectors aims to build long-term relationships and a dynamic conduit direct to the artists.
The focus is on illuminating the ideas and philosophy of each artist, and the experience of the work itself.
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